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phone applications for orthodontic purposes: a 

comparison study with conventional plaster dental 

models 
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Abstract 
Introduction: Our objective is to assess how accurate and valid the measurement estimates made by 

smartphone apps programs are on photos taken by smartphone digital camera when compared to those 

obtained from plaster models.  

Method: A set of several alginate impressions was taken from siblings with different types of occlusion. 

A written consent form were taken from all of the participants. Each impression was made into a plaster 

cast and photos were taken by smartphone digital camera. Direct photos were also taken of siblings’ 

dentition. Different mobile apps software programs that are currently available for both Iphone and 

Android OS smartphones were then used to measure the photos of the tooth widths at their greatest 

mesiodistal dimension and arch length. Tooth and arch widths were again physically measured on the 

plaster models with a divider and a millimeter ruler.  

Result: When comparing measurements estimated from the smartphone photos, obtained through 

different measuring smartphone apps, with those of the conventional plaster dental study models, we 

found that there was no significant difference in space analysis between them. For the photos taken 

directly from the patients’ mouths, there was a slight significant difference (0.1mm) in the spacing and 

crowding estimates.  

Conclusion: The measurement accuracy obtained through smartphone apps and photos for dental space 

analysis evaluation is clinically acceptable. Their measurement estimates are virtually identical to their 

counterparts in the traditional plaster study models. Overall, smartphone apps digital photo measurements 

are as reliable as traditional plaster models measurement in accuracy. 

 

Keywords: Dental casts, space analysis, digital study models, smartphone dental apps; digital 

orthodontic measurement 

 

1. Introduction 

It is well established that physicians and dentists are heavy users of IT-based applications and 

technologies in their daily clinical activities [1]. Various research studies have found that 

mobile health applications through the use of smartphones and wireless devices are rapidly 

spreading, and contribute to improvements in patient outcome expectations, health research 

advancement and health care services [2, 3]. Currently, more orthodontics and practitioners are 

serving their specialty by using smartphone technologies. Many dental practitioners now take 

advantage of advanced mobile apps that make managing dental tasks more efficient. This is 

due to the existence of numerous software applications that carry extensive utility and 

aggregation of multiple programs and technologies in a single device. As a result, smartphones 

are utilized in dental practice in ways never before thought possible, for lowering 

administrative costs, increasing dental work efficiency, reducing medical errors, educating 

patients, and facilitating patient-dentist interaction [4]. 

Considering the above, our research is related to the question: Can we take advantage of 

smartphone digital photos and the many mobile measurement apps now available in 

orthodontic practice?  

One crucial need of the orthodontic dentist is dental space analysis for determining the amount 

of spacing or crowding in patients. This analysis aids the treatment process and the progress of
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the treatment. Traditionally, space analysis is done by measuring 

the mesiodistal length of each tooth mesial to the first molar 

tooth, referred to as "the space required". This is followed by 

measuring the arch length, referred to as "space available". 

Finally, space analysis is the result of space available subtracted 

by space required [5].  

To evaluate space analysis, many computerized tools have been 

used in recent years. Computer-aided digitalization based on 

photos, photocopies, and holograms has been performed and 

reported in many articles [6]. In addition, certain specialized 

software, such as OrthoCad7.6 for orthodontic analysis has also 

been developed. Schirmer and Wiltshire have conducted space 

analysis by comparing manual measurements obtained from 

traditional plaster casts with a digitalized model of the cast taken 

by photocopier. The result of their study concluded that the 

plaster model was the most accurate and reliable source for the 

measurement9. Kumar et al. compared tooth-width measurements 

and calculated anterior and overall Bolton ratios on the digital 

models (CBCT, CAD/CAM) with those of plaster models. They 

concluded that digital models of CAD/CAM and CBCT did not 

differ significantly from those of the plaster models [10]. Bell et 

al. performed a comparative assessment between direct 

measurements of dental study models and measurements of 

computer generated 3D images. They found that the average 

difference between measurements of dental casts and 3D images 

was within the range of operator error (0.10–0.48 mm) and was 

not statistically significant (P 0.05) 11. According to Leifert et al., 

there was a slight statistically significant difference (0.4 mm) in 

the maxillary cast when they compared the plaster cast with a 3-

dimensional virtual orthodontic model, generated by computer 

software [1, 2]. Following this trend of using digital tools and 

devices for evaluating dental measurements, we conducted this 

study, at the College of Dentistry at King Saud bin Abdul-Aziz 

University for Health Science, in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. The aim 

of our study is to assess the accuracy and reliability of space 

measurements obtained from photos taken by smartphone camera 

using apps programs in comparison to those obtained from 

plaster models. The introduction of measuring apps programs for 

photos taken by smartphone camera could offer a new efficient 

alternative to the time-consuming method of physically 

measuring a plaster model using specific types of instruments [2]. 

To the best of our knowledge, no dental space analysis has yet 

been performed by measurement apps programs using 

smartphone digital camera photos. We expect that using these 

types of smartphone apps programs for serving orthodontic 

purposes, will facilitate undertaking this tedious task and will be 

seen as a significant innovation in the field of orthodontic 

dentistry.  

 

2. Material and methods 

Impressions were randomly taken from three siblings with 

different types of occlusion The reason for choosing siblings is to 

ensure that patients have similar size, anatomic variations and 

morphology of the teeth. A written consent form were taken from 

all of the participants. Two sets were taken from each of the three 

siblings. For the first set, the patient had already completed 

orthodontic camouflage treatment and extraction of the first 

upper premolars with no spacing or crowding, but there was 

relapse and crowding in the lower anterior region. Figure 1 

shows the plaster cast impressions for this set. In the second set, 

the patient had orthodontic treatment. Also, the patient had no 

spacing or crowding, although two deciduous2nd primary molars 

were retained due to congenitally missing permanent 2nd 

premolars. Figure 2 shows the plaster cast impressions for this 

set. Regarding the third set, the patient did not have any 

orthodontic treatment, and had spacing in the upper and lower 

casts. Figure 3 shows the plaster cast impressions for the upper 

case of this set. Measuring space analysis in the plaster model 

was performed by first measuring the “space required”, using a 

divider and a ruler to measure the mesiodistal length for each 

tooth mesial to the first molar teeth. This was followed by 

measuring “space available”, of the arch length, which 

constitutes four areas (2nd premolar to canine, lateral to central, 

central to lateral, canine to 2nd premolar). The final space analysis 

was the result of “space available” subtracted by “space 

required”. The space analysis measurements obtained from the 

conventional plaster casts for the three study sets are recorded in 

Figure 4. Subsequently, different measurement program apps for 

both IPhone and Android OS smartphones were downloaded. For 

the IPhone, the “Measurement Tool” was selected, and for the 

Android OS smartphone, the choice was the “Photo Ruler” app. 

All measuring apps provide help documents for how to use the 

program, capture the image and perform the measurement. All 

measuring apps also include a fixed measuring object animation 

that appears next to the object that is to be measured. To calibrate 

the app measurement, a physical external ruler and a credit card 

were used for comparison with the app’s virtual ruler and credit 

cards. Depending on the app program, a dimension pointer 

showing the measured values of the desired object may appear, 

as shown in Figs 5 and 6. From these values, we obtained the 

space required and space available, shown in Tables 1 and Table 

2. A summary of app measurements is shown in Table 3. 

Furthermore, to check for accuracy of calibration, we used these 

apps programs to obtain space analysis measurements directly 

from photos of the patient’s mouth. All the measurements were 

recorded in centimeter units and then rounded to the nearest 0.1 

mm.  
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3. Result 

According to t tests based on the differences in the values 

between the conventional cast and Iphone app, no significant 

differences in space analysis were found, as shown in Table 4. 

Furthermore, no significant differences were found in the 

space analysis t test obtained from the conventional cast and 

Android pp (Table 5). Similarly, no significant differences 

were found between the applications used by the Iphone and 

the Android system. As shown in the tables, the t tests found 

that space analysis of the Iphone app had no statistically 

significant measurements (1 ± 2.52) compared to a 

conventional cast, t (10) = 0.11, p = 0.99.A repeated-measures 

analysis of variance (one-way ANOVA) of space analysis was 

also performed on variance between the conventional cast and 

smartphone measurement apps using mobile phone P values 

and mean differences, as shown Table 6. The ANOVA test 

also showed that there was no statistically significant 

difference between the groups, as determined by one-way 

ANOVA (p = 1). A post hoc Tukey test revealed that there 

was no statistically significant difference for space analysis 

between the conventional cast, Iphone app and Android 

groups (p = 1) indicating the good measuring accuracy of all 

these tools, as shown Table 7.  
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4. Discussion  

The result of the space analysis was found to be the same 

when comparing the conventional cast model with the 

smartphone app measurement programs. However, findings 

show differences between the “space required” and the “space 

available” measured values when comparing the conventional 

cast with the smartphone apps. The absolute measurement 

values were larger in the smartphone photos than the actual 

physical measurement on the conventional cast model. This 

results in slight variability and difference in the absolute 

measured values of the digital techniques; however, no impact 

on the final space analysis results was observed between the 

conventional and the digital techniques. Although the 

difference in absolute measurement values cannot be 

attributed to the differences in the alginate impressions’ 

pouring time as reported in Leifer et al., it may be due to the 

scaling methods implemented in the smartphone apps. The 

slight shrinkage of the impressions may also be a probable 

reason for the differences12. Furthermore, the differences in 

the measurements might be attributed to the ability and 

experience of the user in using the smartphone apps, the 

angulations that the image was taken from, the height, the 

accuracy and quality of the program used, and the time taken, 

[13-18]. Moreover, reading errors can result while recording the 

traditional physical measurements of the conventional cast 

model due to visual approximation. According to Santoro et 

al., when repeated by the same operator, the margin of error 

in measuring the plaster cast can have an average of 0.2 mm 

14. It is worth mentioning here that a trial was also conducted 

on photos of patients’ mouths taken directly using smartphone 

apps. We found that the space analysis results were identical 

to the physical measurements taken from the cast model. 

However, the implementation of the technique of capturing 

photos of a patient’s mouth was considerably more difficult. 

Furthermore, the quality of the image obtained from the oral 

cavity, a dark area, was particularly poor. Considering the 
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cons for using smartphone apps for space analysis, we may 

conclude the following. The time executed to measure a 

conventional cast model using smartphone apps (i.e. digital 

techniques) is significantly longer than that needed for the 

conventional direct method. This is due to the difficulty in the 

manipulation, and to the average quality of the obtained 

pictures. The measurement accuracy depends to a certain 

degree on the skills and familiarity of the user of the 

smartphone apps, as well as the accuracy and quality of the 

smartphone device and its apps programs. Even though the 

result of the space analysis of both techniques was the same 

and no significant differences were found, the applications of 

smartphone apps for space analysis still require further 

scrutiny to establish whether they are appropriate for use as 

established scientific and medical techniques. Therefore, 

further investigations and trials should be conducted to assess 

the accuracy and reliability of different apps programs for 

smartphones produced by various software developers.  

 

5. Conclusion 

The accuracy of the space analysis of conventional techniques 

and the measurement applications in the Iphone or Android 

software was found to be similar. There were, however, 

significant differences in the available and required space 

measurements made via digital photos in comparison to the 

direct physical measurement of the plaster casts; the time 

taken to carry out the digital photo measurements was much 

longer. Therefore, further investigations should be conducted 

to assess the accuracy and reliability of the apps programs of 

smartphones, as the absence of hard evidence that using 

digital photos of conventional cast models provides accurate 

results and its implementation relative difficulty for space 

analysis, may make dentists reluctant to change their long-

established practice of the physical measurement technique. 

However, it may still prove useful in supporting a decision-

making consideration for an alternative course of action, 

should medical practitioners need to do so.  
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